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Traffic conflict between turning vehicles and pedestrians is the leading cause of pedestrian fatalities at signalized intersections. In order to provide a solution for evaluating intersection safety for vulnerable road users, this paper first determines the most important factors in analyzing pedestrian-vehicle conflict and puts forward a pedestrian safety conflict index (SCI) model to establish a quantitative standard for safety evaluation of two- or multiphase intersections. A safety level system is then designed based on SCI to help categorize and describe the safety condition of intersections applicable to the model. Finally, the SCI model is applied to the evaluation of two intersections in the city of Changchun, the result of which complies with expectation, indicating the model's potential in providing an improved approach for pedestrian-vehicle conflict evaluation study.

1. Introduction

Pedestrian traffic comprises a large proportion of the total mixed traffic flow at urban intersections in China [1, 2]. Crash data consistently show that collisions with pedestrians occur far more often with turning vehicles than with straight-through traffic [3, 4]. Conflict between crossing pedestrians and left-turn vehicles is the leading cause of pedestrian-related crashes [5]. Left-turn vehicles are more often involved in pedestrian accidents than right-turn vehicles, partly because drivers are not able to see pedestrians to the left as well [6, 7]. Therefore, it bares great importance to study the mechanism of left-turn vehicle and pedestrian conflict and establish sound safety evaluation systems in order to better protect vulnerable road users and develop a safer and more efficient road traffic environment.

Two prominent methods for evaluating traffic safety at intersections are (1) direct evaluation based on traffic conflict and (2) indirect evaluation based on traffic accident [8–11]. When conducting traffic conflict research with regard to pedestrian-vehicle safety evaluation, some researchers choose to calculate one or more traffic conflict index numbers through processing field data and use the index numbers as the basis for intersection safety evaluation [12], whereas others would approach the same problem following mainly two paths, the first of which is by devising a conflict probability model [11, 13] and the second by establishing a conflict index (or hazard index) [14–16]. In either case, the majority of the researches are based on the premise of acquiring traffic conflict data beforehand. However, traffic data collection in China, at the moment, mainly depends on subjective observation and judgment from survey conductors. Human factor is one major reason for the lack of consistency when integrity of data is concerned.

This paper introduces the concept of pedestrian safety conflict index and establishes a safety level system for evaluating the safety of crossing pedestrians based on the study of the mechanism of left-turn vehicle and pedestrian conflict at signalized intersections, with the hope of providing an improvement to pedestrian safety evaluation at signalized intersections.
2. Mechanism of Left-Turn Vehicle and Pedestrian Conflict

At intersections that allow left turning, left-turning vehicles often start at the same moment as or shortly after (e.g., leading pedestrian interval) through traffic and crossing pedestrians, which leads to conflict between turning vehicles and pedestrians, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The conflict area can be defined as an area in which collisions may occur if pedestrians and vehicles maintain their respective original state of movement.

As a left-turn vehicle approaches the crosswalk, its path intersects with crossing pedestrians walking in both directions. If both parties keep their respective original state of movement, that is no deceleration, acceleration or bypassing maneuvers, they would collide within the conflict area, as shown in Figure 2. \( D_{x(V)} \) is the distance between the nearest side of the vehicle and curb; \( D_{y(V)} \) is the distance between the front of the vehicle and the nearest side of the conflict area; and \( D_{x(p)} \) is the distance between the crossing pedestrian and curb.

3. Safety Analysis of Left-Turn Vehicle and Pedestrian Conflict

3.1. Data Collection and Methodology. The data collection process is as follows, including the time and location chosen, as well as the methodology invested.

First, the collection of data was conducted through filming at all entrances and exits at three four-way signalized intersections in the city of Changchun. Four-way intersections make up the vast majority of signalized intersections in China. Investigating as many types of intersection as possible is doable but unnecessary at this stage of the study. The intersections chosen are located at (A) West Democracy St.-West Zhonghua Rd., (B) West Chaoyang Rd.-Construction St., and (C) Wanbao St.-Liberation Rd. The filming was carried out on two consecutive weekdays, each with 6 hours of actual filming time at 7:00–9:00 a.m. in the morning, 11:00 a.m.–13:00 p.m. at noon, and 16:00–18:00 p.m. in the afternoon.

During the collection, action that meets at least one of the following categories was defined as one conflict: (1) pedestrian decelerates or halts to dodge vehicle; (2) pedestrian accelerates to dodge vehicle; (3) pedestrian bypasses to dodge pedestrian; (4) vehicle decelerates or halts to dodge pedestrian; (5) vehicle accelerates to dodge pedestrian; (6) vehicle bypasses to dodge pedestrian.

In determining the factors of conflict, this paper focuses on pedestrian volume, density, average travel speed, and the volume and ratio of left-turn vehicles. All data is collected in Table 1. \( C_V \) is number of left-turn vehicle and pedestrian conflicts; \( Q_p \) is pedestrian crossing volume per hour; \( K_p \) is dynamic pedestrian density; \( V_p \) is pedestrian travel speed; \( Q_v \) is volume of left-turn vehicles; \( Q_s \) is volume of through traffic; \( V_v \) is average spot speed of left-turn vehicles.

3.2. Design of Pedestrian Safety Conflict Index. Among the many factors involved in analyzing left-turn vehicle and pedestrian conflict, some have determining importance, while others only play insignificant roles that can be ignored. This paper analyzes the data in Table 1 to examine the importance of each individual conflict factor and to determine the most important ones.
Many of the major factors can be extracted from Table 1 directly, such as $C_v$, $Q_p$, $V_p$, and $Q_v$. Here introduced the pedestrian coefficient of spatial distribution \[ 11\], represented as $D$:

$$ D = \frac{1}{K_p}, $$ (1)

and disadvantaged groups percentage, represented as DG. $N_{DG}$ is the number of elderly and underage crossing pedestrians per unit time, and $N_t$ is the number of total crossing pedestrians per unit time; therefore

$$ DG = \frac{N_{DG}}{N_t}. $$ (2)

In order to simplify the calculation and analysis process, units of pedestrian travel speed and vehicle spot speed are both converted to km/h, using the following equations:

$$ V_p' = 3.6 \times V_p, \quad V_v' = 3.6 \times V_v. $$ (3)

A multiple linear regression calculation was conducted on $C_v$, $Q_p$, $V_p'$, $Q_v$, $D$, and DG. And a conclusion was drawn through an analysis of each factor’s coefficient, the result of which is that left-turn vehicle volume has the most influence on conflict, with a coefficient of 0.811. The other two determining factors are the volume and density of crossing pedestrians. On the other hand, variations in speed factors, including pedestrian travel speed and left-turn vehicle speed, made little difference to the final result. If any factor does not meet the significance standard, another regression should be done with speed factors removed. In the test, $R^2$ returns a value of 0.893, which implies that the result is desirably fitted. However, the degree of significance is 0.075, larger than 0.5, rendering the regression equation invalid \[12\]; therefore, there is no need to conduct further significance tests.
Regression calculation with speed factors removed returns a value of 0.87 for $R^2$, which is larger than 0.85, and the overall significance is 0.012, smaller than 0.05, rendering the regression valid. Regression equation is shown in the following equation:

$$C_v = -257.54 + 0.327Q_p + 811.596K_p + 15.656D$$

$$+ 0.324Q_v + 0.575DG.$$  \hfill (4)

Equation (4) is the result of regression; to make sure it is greater than 0, reflecting the number of conflicts in the real word, the values of $Q_p$ and $Q_v$ should always be actual volumes of pedestrian and turning vehicles.

Pedestrian safety conflict index (SCI) was designed based on conflict analysis of left-turn vehicles and pedestrians at signalized intersections, the range of which is 0 to 1. The purpose of SCI is to provide a system of standards for evaluating signalized intersection safety; the higher the index number is, the safer the pedestrians are, when crossing streets.

When establishing the SCI model, (4) can be simplified. From the previous regression, the relation coefficient of $Q_p$ and $D$ is $-0.817$, with a degree of 80%; therefore, after another regression, a new equation with $Q_p$ and $D$ is as follows:

$$D = -7.72\ln Q_p + 45.22.$$  \hfill (5)

Also because

$$K_p = \frac{1}{D} = \frac{1}{-7.72\ln Q_p + 45.22}$$  \hfill (6)

From the SCI model, it can be concluded that the volume of pedestrians and left-turn vehicles and the ratio of disadvantaged group to the crossing population play the most determinative roles in the study of pedestrian-vehicle conflict.

However, the model does not apply to all types of signalized intersections. When the number of pedestrians is fixed, as the number of left-turn vehicles increases, SCI decreases, but when the number of turning vehicle is fixed, even if pedestrian number increases, SCI decreases at first instead of increasing. And only when the number of pedestrians reaches 115 p/h, SCI complies with the result of the survey. So $Q_p \geq 115$ is always needed for the model to work.

In conclusion, the four requirements of the SCI model are as follows. (1) Arrival of pedestrians and vehicles should be random. This is due to the fact that if the traffic flow is continuous the behavioral and psychological activities of pedestrians will be affected, causing inconsistency between the model’s perdition and survey observation. (2) Pedestrian volume should be at least 115 p/h. (3) Right-turning vehicles should have limited to no interference with the crossing pedestrians. The SCI model was established with the premise of ignoring right-turn interference, so the model does not apply to heavily interfered intersections. (4) The model only applies to two- or multiphase signalized intersections where the majority of crossing pedestrians abide by traffic rules and where there are no severe traffic law violations.

### 3.3. Intersection Safety Levels Based on SCI

When conditions of SCI model are met and the model applied to two- or multiphase intersections, the safety condition of an intersection can be evaluated with SCI.
Table 2: Regression table of left-turn vehicle and pedestrian conflict.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_v$ (rounded)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Safety level of pedestrians.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCI</th>
<th>Safety level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0.8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Very few conflicts, very safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–0.8</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Relatively severe conflicts, potential danger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3–0.5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Severe conflicts, intersection redesign required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Severe conflicts, great danger, redesign required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Safety level of pedestrians.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intersection</th>
<th>$Q_p$ (p/h)</th>
<th>$Q_v$ (Veh/h)</th>
<th>DG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) West Chaoyang Rd.-Construction St.</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Free Rd.-Comrade St.</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

Conflict between left-turn vehicles and pedestrians at signalized intersections has increasingly become a safety threat to roadway traffic operation, especially in fast-developing countries like China. This paper, based on the study of pedestrian-vehicle conflict mechanism at signalized intersections and sufficient survey data, introduced the SCI model and safety level system, established a systematic and quantitative method of intersection safety evaluation from the perspective of traffic conflict.

Although there is still much space for improvement on the model, which requires pedestrian volume to be above 115 persons per hour and the intersection having limited to no interference from right-turning vehicles, the SCI model is applicable to the majority of city intersections which are mostly two- or multiphase, and the safety level system provides a quantitative way of categorizing the safety level of an intersection, as well as an intuitive way of describing their safety conditions. Together, the SCI model and the safety level system build a holistic framework for intersection safety evaluation and its study.
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